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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFDL</td>
<td>Alliance des Forces Démocratiques pour la Libération du Congo-Zaïre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>Agence nationale de renseignements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASADHO</td>
<td>Association Africaine de Défense des Droits de l’Homme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>French Atomic Energy Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGEA</td>
<td>Congolese Atomic Energy Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIIRAD</td>
<td>Commission de Recherche et d'Information Indépendantes sur la Radioactivité, Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>Electricité de France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EITI</td>
<td>Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERAP</td>
<td>Entreprise de recherches et d'activités pétrolières, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>European Supply Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Forces Armées Congolaise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDLR</td>
<td>Forces Démocratiques de la Libération du Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDR</td>
<td>German Democratic Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gécamines</td>
<td>Générale des Carrières et des Mines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>Groupe Forrest International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHA</td>
<td>UN Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OENZ</td>
<td>Ecumenical Network Central Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMH</td>
<td>Police Minière et Hydrocarbon (Mining Police)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNC</td>
<td>Police Nationale du Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPRD</td>
<td>Parti du Peuple pour la Reconstruction et le Développement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Social Corporate Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
<td>Universal Declaration of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMHK</td>
<td>Union Minière du Haut-Katanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environmental Programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

25 years after the catastrophe of Tscher nobyl and only months after the nuclear meltdown of Fukushima, nuclear energy is a growing market. Even as protests against nuclear energy rise worldwide, several hundred nuclear power plants are planned to be built in the next decade. Today the risks of nuclear power technology are discussed intensively. But so far medical scientists and environmental activists focus their attention mostly on the dangers of running nuclear power stations and the final storage of atomic wastes. Hardly any attention is paid to the circumstances under which uranium, the raw material for atomic energy, is produced. The global argumentation neglects the working conditions in uranium mines, the health risks, the environmental damages, the circle of recipients to which the radiating material is sold, and the flow of profits in this business.

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) provides rich sources of uranium in its southern province of Katanga. Since the 1920ies uranium has been mined and exported, in the beginning under the rule of Belgian colonial administration. Despite the known impact of extraction on the health of workers, local communities and the environment, the Congolese government has tolerated the illegal exploitation and exports since the 1960s and seems to be involved in the profits of this business. In 2010 the government of the DRC has signed a contract for the legal and industrial exploitation of the Katanga uranium resources with the French energy company Areva. The details of this contract remain secret, but reportedly Areva has bought the right to the unlimited export of the Congolese uranium reserves. This deal has caused concern, as in the past Areva has been heavily criticised for its practices in the uranium mining business in other developing states, especially in Niger. There, as several scientific studies claim, Areva has neglected even basic safety, health and environmental protection standards, allowing huge areas and parts of the population to be contaminated during the process and as a consequence of uranium exploitation.

Moreover instable political conditions in the DRC persist, including the high prevalence of corruption in business and administrative structures, the lack of an appropriate functioning justice sector and the slight presence of controlling bodies like human rights or environmental activists, scientific research centres or independent and well equipped media. Due to those facts, there is a high risk that uranium exploitation in the DRC might result in severe damages to the environment in Katanga and to the health of the local population, and might as well lead to further corruption and the misuse of public revenues.

German banks and the German technology company Siemens have longstanding relations to Areva and its nuclear technology program. While the German government has confirmed its long term decision to a nuclear power phase-out, German financial and business relations have always had a strong link to the profits of nuclear technology.
The increase in worldwide demand of uranium

Even after the nuclear catastrophes of Tschernobyl and Fukushima, governments around the world consider nuclear power as a viable, competitively priced “clean base load electricity, or at least a bridging technology on the way to more sustainable, emission free sources of electricity. Numerous new nuclear power plants are in planning. Presumably this number will increase over the coming decades, particularly in the new emerging markets and new economies of the BRIC-states (Brazil, Russia, India and China). This is driving a greater worldwide demand for uranium, the source for nuclear energy.

Today the 439 nuclear power plants worldwide require the production of about 68.000 tons uranium per year\(^2\). By 2030 it is expected that the world uranium production will range between 93.775 (low approximation) and 121.955 (high approximation) tons\(^3\). The world exploration and mine development expenditures will have more than doubled. More than 100 nuclear power plants will be active worldwide by 2050.

The European Union (EU) and North America together consume almost two-thirds of today's world uranium. The significant demand of East-Asia was 12.980 tons of uranium in 2008. The countries in

---


\(^3\) In 2008 worldwide 43.750t (2007: 42.463t, 2006: 39.603t, 2005: 41.943t, 2004: 40.188t) were produced by the largest producing countries today (Australia, Canada, Niger, Namibia, Kazakhstan, Russia, Uzbekistan and South Africa). All identified resources of uranium would provide supply for more than 100 years if the consumption would not exceed the amount of usage in 2008.
the South (Central and South America, the Middle East, Central and South Asia and Africa) have merely marginal consumption.\footnote{http://www.iaea.org/OurWork/ST/NE/NEFW/documents/RawMaterials/RTC-Ghana-2010/5.RedBook.pdf.}

The global demand for uranium increased more than the output of uranium mines. As a result, market prices for uranium have risen considerably in recent years (despite the decline since mid-2007)\footnote{The price of uranium has increased fivefold since 2001, fuelling major new initiatives and investment in the exploration. http://www.iaea.org/OurWork/ST/NE/NEFW/documents/RawMaterials/RTC-Ghana-2010/5.RedBook.pdf.}.

After the Fukushima nuclear accident, the German government reinforced its plan of a nuclear power phase-out by 2020. The tragic event in Japan has increased public awareness of the risks of nuclear power plants and the long term effects of waste storage. But so far the on-going public about the environmental impacts of nuclear energy only focuses on the problem of nuclear waste disposal. The other crucial stage of nuclear energy production is mostly overlooked: the mining of uranium and the conditions under which it is explored. Uranium mining wastes are dangerous for the environment, given that the radioactive half-life of uranium 238 is 4.5 billion years, and disposal sites for radioactive substances are insecure\footnote{NAD Überblicke Hintergründe 3/2010: Uranabbau in Afrika. http://www.netzwerkafrika.de/dcms/sys/pages/public/printversion.html?f_page_url=/sites/nad/publikationen/nadueberblicke/index.html&f_page_params=.}.

Germany is to 100% dependent on uranium imports. Its nuclear power plants and utility companies E.ON, EnBW, RWE, Vattenfall purchase uranium from the French nuclear multinational company AREVA and other uranium mining companies. It is impossible for the electricity consumer to identify the origin of the uranium “fuel” and under which conditions the uranium was produced. This situation is a result of the lack of transparency in the uranium value-added chain.

In 2008 most of the uranium was delivered to the EU by the largest producing countries Australia, Canada and Russia. But it is expected that the share of the countries of the South, notable Sub-Saharan Africa, will substantially increase over the next decades.

\textbf{Figure 2}\footnote{http://www.iaea.org/OurWork/ST/NE/NEFW/documents/RawMaterials/RTC-Ghana-2010/5.RedBook.pdf.}:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{sources_of_uranium.png}
\caption{Sources of uranium delivered to EU utilities in 2008 (% share)}
\end{figure}
Environmental and health risks of uranium mining

Uranium mill tailings are normally dumped as sludge in special ponds or piles, where they are abandoned. The tailings still contain 85% of the initial radioactivity of the original ore. Also, the sludge contains heavy metals and other contaminants such as arsenic, as well as chemical reagents used during the milling process. Additionally, uranium mill tailings keep on emitting dangerous radon gas for many years. The dangerous components of tailings are transported into the environment by wind, erosion or dam failures.

During the process of uranium mining and milling, workers and the environment are exposed to different dangers: As the content of radiation is quite low in uranium ore, large quantities of material have to be mined, leaving huge waste piles of radiating stones and dust. These piles can leak dangerous Radon gas and seepage water that contaminates the water supplies of the area. Drinking water and polluted air then contain toxic substances that can cause severe health disorders like urogenital disorders, leukaemia or other forms of cancer and deformation in unborn babies. Radiation and radioactive radon gas can affect mineworkers as well as people living and working close to mining areas and roads that are used for transport of ores and waste sludge. Deposited radioactive atoms or dust or aerosol particles continue to decay and damage vital molecules in lung cells, by either creating free radicals or causing DNA breaks or damage. The problem is that the diseases break out from 15 to 40 years after the person’s exposure to fine radioactive dust or the gas radon. This makes it very difficult for affected persons to successfully pursue compensation.

As causality is not easy to verify and the relationship between radon gas or fine dust exposure and lung cancer, other tumours (mouth, nose, pharynx and larynx) or cardiovascular, skin and other diseases is always denied by the nuclear industry. Long term consequences have not yet been fully researched, pre-test / post-test studies are not or only infrequently carried out. Health infrastructure and facilities in uranium mining areas are in most cases provided by the nuclear industry for their employees. Uncertainty still remains with regard to the dose / response relationship at low levels of radon exposure and other risk effect modifying factors for lung cancer. Other uncertainties concern a possible relation of radon to the effects of combined exposures, e.g. radiation and arsenic, fine and silica dust or tobacco smoke.

For uranium mining and milling huge amounts of water and soil are needed and polluted by radiation for many decades. Fine dust particles can travel long distances, spreading their radiation on a large radius around the actual mining sites. Dust particles will then find their way into agricultural products.

---

9 An increased risk of lung cancer associated with exposure to radon and its secondary products for uranium miners is well known and has been summarised by the Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation of the US National Research Council 1999: Health Effects of Exposure to Radon - BEIR VI, National Academy Press. Washington, D.C.
12 http://www.taz.de/1/zukunft/umwelt/artikel/1/selbsthilfegruppe-fuer-atomopfer/.
like grass, corn, milk, vegetables or meat and will be consumed by the local population. The need for fresh water can lead to water shortages or conflicts in other sectors of society, as in many places in Africa water supply is already problematic. Also the potential for future groundwater contamination during the exploration and test boring phase is high. If the drinking water is contaminated, the risk for uranium linked diseases increases.

**Uranium exploitation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo**

**Uranium reserves in the Katanga region**

Historically, the DRC has been a significant producer of uranium. The most famous mine is Shinkolobwe, located in the so called copper belt close to the Zambian border. The Shinkolobwe mine is well-known for producing uranium rich ore. Still Shinkolobwe is not the only mine in the DRC, or the one with the highest uranium content. The whole Katanga Province shows abnormally high levels of radiation, with highest concentrations at the immediate vicinity of the towns Luiswishi, Shinkolobwe, Kambove, Menda, Tatara, Swambo, Kamoto, Lakongwe, Mashamba-ouest and Musonoi, where also high reserves of cobalt copper and zinc exist (See Map 1 and 2).

**History of uranium mining in the DRC**

Shinkolobwe is the name of an old mine and town, which was constructed by the colonial Belgian mining trust Union Minière du Haut-Katanga (UMHK). The mine is situated at the village Mukumbi near the larger town of Likasi and about 120 miles northwest of the capital Lubumbashi in the district Haut-Katanga. The local uranium deposits were discovered in 1915 and the extraction began in the

---

**Box 1: How uranium is industrially mined and processed**

Uranium mining in the DRC is in generally done through open-pit mining. Usually, the ore is then crushed and leached in a uranium mill close to the mine. Through leaching, uranium is separated from the ore. As the leaching agent not only extracts uranium from the ore, but also several other constituents like molybdenum, vanadium, selenium, iron, lead and arsenic, the uranium must be separated out of the leaching solution. The final product produced from the mill, commonly referred to as "yellow cake" is packed and shipped in casks.

**Waste management**

Since less than one per cent of the uranium ore consists of actual uranium, the mining and milling of uranium generates a lot of waste. In the course of processing, it is crushed to a fine powder, which is almost as radioactive as the uranium itself. This waste by-product of uranium mining is called tailing, which should normally be

---

isolated from the environment and dumped as sludge in special ponds or piles to prevent cancer or other epidemics in the local population\textsuperscript{16}. But if these uranium tailings are left on the surface and allowed to dry out, the radioactive sand can be carried great distances by the wind, entering the food chain and water. In many cases, if uranium mining companies declare their bankruptcy before any rehabilitation of the contaminated sites are implemented, the tailings continue contaminating the environment or rehabilitation has to be paid and implemented by public money\textsuperscript{17}.

1920’s\textsuperscript{18}. In World War II the United States used Shinkolobwe’s uranium resources to supply the Manhattan Project, the secret U.S. programme that produced the two atomic bombs dropped on the Japanese cities Nagasaki and Hiroshima in 1945. Between the 1940s and 1960s UMHK extracted approximately 40,000 tons of uranium from this mine. According to the website GlobalSecurity.org, an US military news and information platform, the DRC supplied up to 60 % of the world’s uranium during that time\textsuperscript{19}. When the DRC was granted independence in 1960, Belgium sealed the Shinkolobwe mine by filling its shafts with concrete. Since then the mine was officially closed and the commercial production ceased.

Map 1: Resources in the DRC

\textsuperscript{18} ASADHO/Katanga 2009: Mine Uranifère de Shinkolobwe. D’une exploitation artisanale illicite à l’accord entre la RD Congo et le groupe nucléaire français Areva: p. 11.
\textsuperscript{19} http://www.un.int/drcongo/drc-news.htm.
In 1967, at the beginning of the Mobuto era, the colonial Belgian mining trust UMHK was nationalised by the Congolese government and transformed into the state-owned company, Gécamines, which has always been immensely profitable and was the economic centre of gravity in Congo.\textsuperscript{20} Since the formation of UMHK in 1906, the Copper and Cobalt district in Congo’s South Province with a total of 18.900 square kilometres and reserves of 4 million tons cobalt and 6.4 million tons of zinc covers the world largest copper and cobalt deposits. The mining area of Tenke-Fungurume contains large reserves, which are expected to be 18 million tons of copper and one million tons of cobalt\textsuperscript{21}.

During the Mobuto era, the whole Katanga region was basically governed by the state owned Gécamines. Under President Mobutu, plundering and corruption was the common rule; driving the once profitable state owned firm to the brink of bankruptcy (it had to apply for a 400 million US-Dollar World bank loan in 1989). A big part of the lucrative revenues went directly to the personal welfare of president Mobuto and his clique\textsuperscript{22}.

Map 2: Resources in the copper belt of the Katanga region


One Gécamines official estimated the theft to an amount to 10% of production. However, the production has hit high records of 470,000 tons copper in 1986 and it remained at 44,000 tons in 1989, which meant that Gécamines provided 85% of DRC’s export earnings and 42% of public revenues, making it by far the most important company in the exploitative economy of the country\textsuperscript{23}.

\textsuperscript{21} Ibid: p. 177.
The crisis of Gécamines started in the 1990s, when the Kamoto mine collapsed and subsequently was not reopened. The whole infrastructure and equipment had been decaying due to a lack of maintenance and investments. Industrial mining stalled to a large extent, factories stopped production and were shut down. As a consequence Gécamines had to enter partnerships with other private companies. In 2000 Gécamines was privatized, causing a power and security vacuum in the region and an unregulated situation in these mining sites arose. Illegal artisanal mining and trade of Katangan resources including uranium flourished.

A United Nations inter-agency mission, led by the UN Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and organised through their Joint Environment Unit, who visited the Shinkolobwe mine in November 2004 described the situation as “anarchistic”.

**BOX 2: Artisanal Mining**

About one million artisanal miners are active in the DRC and constitute a notable economic potential. Although no official definition exists for artisanal mining, the activity can be characterized by:

- Exploitation of marginal and/or very small deposits, which are not economically exploitable by mechanized mining
- Lack of or limited use of mechanization and a lot of physically demanding work
- Low level of productivity and inefficiency in exploitation and processing (low recovery value)
- Low level of occupational safety and health care
- Poor qualification of personnel
- Low salary and income levels, chronic lack of investment capital, and lack of social security
- Women and children are frequently found working on the site
- Insufficient consideration of environmental issues

**Illegal uranium mining and export**

Gécamines was always aware of the associated health and environmental risks of the uranium mine Shinkolobwe. A private industrial guard permanently secured the access to it. No case of artisanal mining became public during that time. In the first Congo war in 1997 the Alliance des Forces Démocratiques pour la Libération du Congo-Zaïre (AFDL) conducted their conquest of Kinshasa under the command of Laurent Désiré Kabila and was supported by the neighbour states Rwanda, Uganda and Burundi. Former Zaïre’s President Mobutu Sese Seko and his Premier Minister Léon Kengo Wa Dondo made an effort to stop the advance of the rebel troops with the soldiers of the Forces Armées Congolaise (FAC) and their foreign mercenaries. In need of additional funding they ordered the re-

---

24 Johnson 2008: p. 177.
jects of radioactive materials from Shinkolobwe, which were buried by UMHK at the end of the colo-
nial time, to be exhumed. Gécamines conducted the transaction through an anonymous recipient from Finland. The Groupe Forrest International (GFI) from Katanga is reported to have been in charge of providing the transport facilities\(^{30}\).

The situation abruptly changed in 1997, when the new political leadership of the AFDL gave order to retire the industrial guard from Shinkolobwe. Over the months, artisanal miners broke down the concrete lids in order to gain access to the cobalt, copper and uranium deposits without regard for their own safety\(^ {31}\). The beginning of the year 1998 marked the starting point of Shinkolobwe’s populating by artisanal miners. In 2009 the human rights activist Golden Misabiko published an NGO report about the illicit uranium mining in Katanga. According to this report between 2000 and 2004 the illegal and uncontrolled mining of all existing minerals was booming, primarily copper and cobalt, but uranium as well. Military, police and local authorities turned a blind eye.\(^ {32}\) The Government of the DRC was tolerating these risks and it was not attempting to prevent access to the most important mining sites or to monitor the radioactivity of exported minerals\(^ {33}\).

Enormously lucrative world market prices for copper and cobalt stimulated the extraction of these resources more than the exploitation of uranium, because they were more profitable. People mining cobalt and copper still risked radiation exposure, because many Katangan mines have abnormally high levels of radiation\(^ {34}\), as recent reports showed. The pitmen were hardly organized and sold the minerals for give-away prices\(^ {35}\) to intermediaries of local and international businessmen, or were trafficking it illicitly to neighbouring countries in interconnection with dubious and mafia-like networks. Local Katangan and international salesmen and companies arranged the transport. This was tolerated by local and national political elites\(^ {36}\). The smuggling of radioactive materials was done by hiding it under raw and semi-processed rocks containing other elements like copper. The trade benefitted from an organised illegal export system in an unregulated environment. The specific methods and routes of smuggling are unknown. Attempts by Interpol to learn more about the precise origin of confiscated uranium in Tanzania and Kenya have remained inconclusive\(^ {37}\).

A complex network of political patronage permeates all sectors of the economy of this highly corrupt country\(^ {38}\). Involved in the illegal exploitation of uranium (and of all the other extractive resources of the country) are Congolese political elites, certain military (FARDC) and police officials, local agents of the mining police (PMH) and agents of the Agence Nationale de Renseignement (ANR)\(^ {39}\). At checkpoints they charge fees from the miners. People in responsible state positions obviously accept that miners and villagers are not protected against the hazards of nuclear radiation. The officials tolerate

\(^{30}\) ibid.: p. 12.
\(^{32}\) ASADHO/Katanga 2009: p. 12.
\(^{35}\) Depending on mineral content, the price of a 50 kg ore bag is sold between 400 and 1500 Congolese francs (1 to 4 US dollars) UNEP/OCHA 2004: p. 17.
\(^{38}\) Transparency International 2010: Overview of corruption and anti-corruption in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).
the inhuman living conditions of the miners and villagers for the sake of their own welfare. It seems to be a standard practice for officials to receive bribes from companies. Border officials are bribed to avoid sales tax. These circumstances caused international concern. Illegal exploited uranium could be delivered to Iran, North Korea or Pakistan, which are trying to acquire vital ingredients for their reputed military nuclear ambitions. Terrorists are seeking material for a radiological dispersal device (“dirty bomb”).

The international pressure lead the DRC government to officially classify uranium ore as a restricted material (Article 7 of the mine code enacted the 11th July 2003). President Joseph Kabila briefly declared Shinkolobwe to be a zone prohibited to all mine activities due to concerns regarding illegal mining (Presidential Decree (No.4/17) from 27th January 2004). In July 2004, only a few months later, eight people died and thirteen people were injured, when one part of the old Shinkolobwe mine collapsed, proving that the artisanal mining still continued.

The UN Security Council established a UN Group of Experts to monitor the exploitation of the natural resources in the DRC. During their mandate to investigate the Shinkolobwe mine in 2006 they found that the alleged smuggling of radioactive materials was far more frequent than assumed. They reported that “Organs of state security have, during the past six years, confiscated over 50 cases containing uranium or caesium [a highly radioactive substance used in industry, medicine, and research] in and around Kinshasa”. They added that “The last significant incident occurred in March 2004 when two containers with over 100 kilograms of stable uranium-238 and uranium-235 were secured”. The Group of Experts also discovered that the straight access to the mining site was possible with 4x4 vehicles. They learned that within a few kilometres of the mine, seven villages with a total population of little less than 10,000 people exist. No barriers or even simple warning signs as cautionary measures were present and none of the encountered villagers seemed to be aware of any potential health danger.

While in Shinkolobwe Congolese authorities recently at least started to discuss about protection plans, there are other mines around Likasi and Kolwezi, where uranium mining obviously continues.

**Documented uranium mining and smuggling in the DR Congo**

Several incidents of uranium smuggling have become public and were verified by different sources. An internal US-embassy diplomatic cable dated 11th July 2007, that became public through Wikileaks highlighted many incidents of uranium mining and smuggling and the involvement of European, Chinese, Iranian, Pakistani and South Korean companies in the illegal extraction and smuggling of uranium from the DRC.
An example: The private company Malta Forest, part of the Groupe Forrest International (GFI), allegedly exploited and exported uranium from the DRC. According to the cable, Malta Forest has been mininguranified rock while claiming to be mining copper and cobalt only. Then Malta Forest exporteduranified ore by circumventing radiation testing through using an established system of corrupt government officials. Foreign companies then purchased the uranified ore and refined it abroad to separate the uranium, copper and cobalt. In this way, foreign companies purchased uranium from Malta Forest, while Malta Forest appeared to be exporting copper and cobalt. According to several media articles, two Finish companies, Opolo Chemicals and OMG Kokkola Chemicals, apparently told the International Atomic Energy Commission (IAEA) that they had bought one ton of uranium from the DRC in 2006. The Government of the DRC, however, claimed that it did not export any uranium in that year and the Managing Director of OMG Kokkola Chemicals, Jöran Sopo, denied the fact that the company had reported uranium exports to IAEA. Nevertheless, the cable stresses that most evidence is circumstantial and inconclusive.

There are certain other indications of illegal business practices in which Malta Forest is involved. The Head of GFI is George Forrest, a Belgian national. A report of the UN panel of experts on the illegal exploitation of natural resources in the DRC, published on 21 October 2002, calls him explicitly a member of an "elite network". According to this UN-report he allegedly has organised a criminal cartel to collaborate in stripping the DRC systematically of its mineral and other wealth. Forrest embodies the symbiosis of business and politics in the DRC. He is one of the richest men in the country. His father founded the Malta Forest Company in Lubumbashi in 1922. The company started as a construction company during the colonial time and soon branched out into mining. Since the 1980s, George Forrest is the head of the company. Its huge expansion and fortune became possible under Laurent and Joseph Kabila, although Malta Forest already had profited from the support of the Mobutu elites.

Forrest was appointed as chairman of Gecamines between 1999 and 2001, when - in what the UN report termed "a flagrant conflict of interest" - his company negotiated lucrative mining contracts with Gecamines and he abused his position to his personal welfare. In 2004, Forrest obtained one of the most lucrative mining concessions in the country, the Kamoto mine, and created the Katanga Mining company. On the occasion of the presidential campaign in 2006 he logistically and financially supported the DRC’s presidential party Parti du Peuple pour la Reconstruction et le Développement (PPRD). In the DRC no financial regulations for elections exist. Forrest and his company have been

53 In this UN report Mr. Augustin Katumba Mwanke is also explicitly named, as part of the “elite networks”. He is worth to be mentioned, as he habitually supports the Dan Gertler mining company, which “shows his interest in industrially mining uranium in the DRC”. Katumba Mwanke is like Forrest one of the richest and powerful men in the DRC. He is the Minister of Presidency and Portfolio, was Ex-governor of Katanga, and a former member of the supervisory board of Anvil Mining and is also pulling his strings behind the scenes in Gécamines. S/2002/1146: p. 8-11.
accused by human rights groups and the UN of depriving the Congolese government of huge sums of tax revenues and of not taking steps to ensure his workers health and safety when processing radioactive materials at a company’s smelter in Lubumbashi. The company is further accused of not disclosing information regarding its companies’ activities, structure, financial situation and performance. It has failed to publish environmental and social performance reports. All these accusations were denied by Forrest and his company in a press release.

The Malta Forest Company also operates the Mining Company of South Katanga (CMSK) and the Luiswishi mine, located approximately 20 km northwest of Lubumbashi, the region’s capital city. In a Study from May 2007, a research report claims that after analysing 100 kg of rock samples from the mine, a scientific commission from Kinshasa found that "dangerously high levels of radiation existed at Luiswishi mine, and that the mine operator was suppressing this fact to continue mining operations." The same study states that in 2005 a Katangan government delegation detected high levels of radiation at Kisompe mine near Likasi and that they found artisanal pitmen working, who were employed by Chinese and Korean businessmen. It also emphasises that the mission discovered 15 tons of highly radioactive rock at the Copinath Company in Likasi, which obtained it from artisanal miners at Shinkolobwe. According to a copy the US Embassy received in March 2007 and highlighted by the same report, artisanal miners claimed that local government authorities in Likasi, working for the Mayor of Likasi, Helene Yav Nguz, who had partnered with local Chinese businessmen, asked the miners to clandestinely mine 60kg sacks of raw rock from Shinkolobwe.

In August 2006 Iran was trying to buy large quantities of Congolese uranium and to smuggle it out through Tanzania. One large shipment was stopped in Tanzania in October 2005 when it was discovered during a routine check. Several more shipments might have arrived there. Also North Korea made an attempt to buy uranium from the Shinkolobwe mine. The uranium was reportedly hidden amid a shipment of coltan for Kazakhstan, via the Iranian port of Bandar Abbas.

The UN Group of Experts stated in their 2006 report, that “in reference to the last shipment from October 2005, the Tanzanian government left no doubt that the uranium was transported from Lubumbashi by road through Zambia to the United Republic of Tanzania.” Through consultations the UN experts held with the Government of Tanzania, the report assumed that overall four shipments were seized over the past 10 years. According to the 2006 UN Group of Experts Report, more evidence of uranium smuggling was found in March 2004, when two containers with over 100 kilograms of uranium were secured. In their report in 2010, the Group of Experts also described attempted
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sales of uranium by Forces Démocratiques de la Libération du Rwanda (FDLR) and Établissement Namukaya, two Rebel groups in the Kivu region.\textsuperscript{67}

To prevent further incidents of illegal exploitation and clandestine trafficking of uranium and to improve nuclear safety and security, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has offered its assistance. Freight from the mining companies in the Katanga Province has the obligation to pass checkpoints of the IAEA Commissariat, which searches all mineral substances for radioactive content. The realisation of these measures of the IAEA was part of a contract signed on 21st December 2010 between the Governments of the DRC and the USA to fight against the illegal traffic of uranium and all radioactive substances.\textsuperscript{68}

Lack of participatory rights and constraint influence of the civil society

The civil society, local population and other stakeholders of the management of DRC’s mineral resources have minimal rights to participate in the exploitation of the local resources. They have no real access to information and they do not have any possibility to exert their influence in the political decision-making process or in the implementation of industrial mining projects even if they are directly affected. Local elections have not been held since the independence of the state after 1960. Nevertheless the government of the DRC joined the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiatives (EITI) in 2007. EITI is a global initiative for increased voluntary transparency in the oil, gas and mining sectors, but it does not have any real means for sanctions or for taking legal steps against mining arrangements. The participation of independent civil society is a fundamental component of the multi-stakeholder nature of the EITI. Congolese civil society organisations are playing an active role to ensure that their country becomes fully compliant with the initiative. But instead of being safeguarded, civil society activists, transparency advocates and members of the EITI committee have repeatedly been intimidated and constrained by arrests and false charges.

The World Bank demands in its “Extractive Industries Review Report” 2003 the necessary precondition “to ensure transparent participation from the earliest stage, and mandate free prior informed consent and prohibition of involuntary resettlement for all operations which may impact communities” in order of the industrial minings contribution to poverty reduction and local development.\textsuperscript{69} These conditions have not been met yet. A study dealing with tax revenues in seven African states including the DRC concludes that these countries have profited only marginally from the rise of world market prices between 2003 and 2008 for their extractive resources because mining companies were granted broad tax reductions.\textsuperscript{70} Through the secrecy of contracts and intercompany profit shifting, mining companies can easily avoid their tax payments. The financial payments of mining corporations

to national governments need to be reformed to turn the mineral resources into revenue for development, law, policies and governments.

Box 3: The case of Golden Misabiko

In July 2009 Golden Misabiko, Chair of the Association Africaine de Défense des Droits de l’Homme – ASADHO in Katanga published a study about the Shinkolobwe uranium mine, denouncing state authorities for supporting illegal and dangerous mining and for signing a contract with the French nuclear group Areva. He was arrested on 24 July with his colleague Timothee Mbuya, Vice-Chair of ASADHO/Katanga, and they were interrogated in Lubumbashi by members of the Congolese intelligence agency (Agence nationale de renseignements, ANR). Mbuya was released on the same day, Misabiko has been charged with “undermining State security” and “making defamatory statements”. After several days he was released on bail. Misabiko had to leave the DRC, because in the past he had been arrested, tortured and intimidated several times for his human rights activities. These insecure conditions for him and his family forced him to flee into exile.

International Interests in Congolese Uranium

Positive market price conditions for uranium stimulated the international uranium mining industries and lead to further investments in the exploration and identification of new and additional resources. The worldwide demand for uranium is increasing, and for the mining and nuclear industries, African countries are of fundamental economic interest. Accordingly, several countries and mining companies aspire to invest in exploring and exploiting uranium in the DRC where major uranium reserves are presumed. The weakness of state authorities may be another incentive for the investments. Corruption, fraud, bad governance performance and deficits of democratic and civil society control mechanism persist. Mining and milling regulations are poor, they are either minimal or absent, particularly with regard to environmental and labour protections. All factors combined offer a climate for profitable investments in a sensitive area.

Areva - A Global Player on the nuclear energy market

Areva is the largest uranium producer in the world and leading company to provide civil and military nuclear power systems, but has invests in other systems of energy production, too. It is a French public multinational industrial conglomerate, headquartered in Paris, that covers the whole nuclear fuel cycle, from mining to waste recycling Areva was created in September 2001 by the merger of Fram-
tome (now Areva NP), Cogema (Compagnie générale des matières nucléaires, now Areva NC) and Technicatome (now Areva TA). The French state owns over 90% and has 94% voting rights in Areva.

The group holds a broad portfolio of mines in operation (p. e. in Australia, Canada, Kazakhstan) as well as projects in Africa. In 2006 Areva earned 2% of its revenue in Africa, but this figure will probably increase over the next years. Areva is present in the Central African Republic, the DRC, Gabon, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Morocco, Mauritania, Namibia, Niger, Senegal and South Africa, and 6% of its staff worked in these African states in 2006.

The Mining Business Group generated 10% of Areva’s consolidated revenue in 2009 and employs more than 5,100 people around the globe. Its main shareholder is the Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), a French public-sector company.

The German technology company Siemens was a shareholder of Areva NP (with a 34% stake). Siemens was inactive in the mining sector, but was developing and building nuclear reactors in cooperation with Areva. Under the impression of the Fukushima accident in 2011, Siemens decided to quit the joint.

Areva intensively advertises to create a positive image for the nuclear power in France and to promote its social corporate responsibility (SCR) achievements. Therefore it is sponsoring a wide range of social, cultural, and sportive activities. In France, Areva has gained some fame after airing 3,000 television ad spots, created by French design group H5. The ads explained how „safely“ in the generation and distribution of nuclear power works. In Germany AREVA is sponsoring the football club 1.FC Nuremberg of the first German Soccer League. Recently Nuremberg fans have criticized their club for its cooperation with AREVA.

**Areva’s mining practises in other African countries**

Officially Areva calls developing the DRCs mining resources a “win-win partnership”. Industrial mining with a strong legal framework and with regard to social, environmental and tax clauses is said to be rewarding for the local population just as much for the national budget and would help to reduce illegal exploitation. And with an optimistic view, Areva is a strong and proven company and could with its expertise inject safety and transparency into the mining process.
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Nevertheless Areva’s long lasting engagement in other African states like Algeria, Central African Republic, Gabon, Libya, Morocco, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, South Africa and Tanzania has in many cases failed to produce a verifiable reduction of poverty or economic and social development. Especially in Niger Areva has a critical reputation of being socially and environmentally irresponsible. Human rights and environmental activists accuse Areva of not respecting international labour safety, public health and environmental standards. As an example Areva received the Public Eye Globe Award 2008, for being the most irresponsible corporation of the year for its social and environmental misdeeds in Niger. The local Commission de Recherche et d’Information Indépendantes sur la Radioactivité (CRIIRAD) claims that uranium mine workers were not sufficiently informed about the related health risks of uranium mining in Niger. According to CRIIRAD, incidents gained notoriety through suspicious deaths among the workers, probably caused by radioactive dust and contaminated groundwater. Studies by Greenpeace International showed the severe radioactive contamination of air, water and soil in the region where Areva was mining.

In Niger Areva was apparently involved in conflicts with the Tuareg people, as their traditional land rights were not respected when their areas of settlement in the North were overlapping with uranium mining sites near Arlit. According to CRIIRAD the local population was neither benefiting from the high foreign direct investments spent in their region to explore the uranium sites, nor did they have an adequate share in Areva’s profits. Until today they have to live with the consequences of uranium mining like radioactive pollution of air, soil, wastage and the contamination of drinking water.

Areva denies these accusations and assures that all preconditions regarding work, public health and environmental protection are fully respected in their corporate policies. It describes a sustainable and long lasting Areva/Niger partnership of forty years. In 2006 Areva’s monopoly on uranium mining in Niger ended and the government granted other mining industries the right to explore uranium in the country. Areva is implementing so called “solidarity” projects for the local population in Niger to an amount of six million euros per year to underline their social corporate responsibility. The company promotes public health (in providing health posts and by offering free-cost treatment for their local employees), education, training, transportation and infrastructure, access to water and energy and so forth.

Nonetheless on March 24th, 2009 four Senators of the Green Party in France submitted a proposal for a resolution regarding the investigation of the practices of Areva in their mining sites and of Areva’s
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impact on the people's health and the environment as well as its interferences in democratic or non-democratic structures beyond the French border.

Areva's mining contract with the DRC

On 26 March 2009 Areva concluded a first agreement on the future exploration and exploitation of uranium in the DRC, after two years of confidential negotiations with the Congolese Government. The first agreement was signed by Areva's CEO Anne Lauvergeon with the Minister of Mines Martin Kabwelulu during an official delegation visit headed by the French President Nicolas Sarkozy in Kinshasa.

Georges Arthur Forrest, mentioned above regarding his company's illegal mining and smuggling activities, initiated and facilitated the preliminary stages of the negotiations between the Élysée Palace and the Marble Palace. In his function as honorary consul of France deployed in Lubumbashi, he took an active part in ousting other mining companies and other states from the uranium market.

The British Brinkley Mining Company had before signed an agreement with the DRC regarding the production of uranium and financial assistance to halt uranium smuggling in July 2007. The deal established a joint venture between Brinkley and the Congo Atomic Energy Commission (CGEA) to develop the country's uranium sector. The joint venture concerned the exploration and the mining of uranium deposits of the Shinkolobwe mine, Mindigi, Kalongwe and Kasompi. In September 2008 these agreements were terminated. Other companies which showed interest in mining uranium in the DRC, were Chinese state-owned mining enterprises and the Israeli Dan Gertler Company.

In September 2010 the negotiations between the DRC and Areva were renewed by the representative Minister of Mines Martin Kabwelulu and an Areva negotiator, the Burkinabe Zephirin Diabré, during a discrete and short visit to Kinshasa.

So far only a few details of the agreement between Areva and the DRC are known to the general public. The agreement contains provisions creating a joint commission to develop a technical prospecting program, detailed inventory of uranium mining sites and an update of databases. Areva is granted the right of total exploration and exploitation of uranium on all Congolese territory. To date the detailed clauses of the contract remain unknown. All further public disclosures of the arrangement depend on the Congolese government and on Areva. In particular it stays unclear which payments or other compensations AREVA has provided or offered to the Congolese government for this deal.

---
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Although Areva, the government of France and the government of the DRC have joined and signed EITI, so far they do not comply with the principles of the voluntary agreement to transparency. Secrecy clauses in the mining industry seem to be a common tool for mining companies to get tax subsidies or to achieve broad tax breaks or reductions. This adds up to a clear tax avoidance strategy. This kind of arrangement cannot contribute to poverty reduction and local development, as the transparent and broad participation of the impacted communities is neglected. There is also no legal possibility of a moratorium, concerning renegotiations of the contract. A sunset clause, an examination phase or a saving clause would be appropriate to secure that if the contract undermines the protection of human rights or the environment, it could be at least annulled. Mining industries justify secret clauses by arguing that the publication of their deal could result in competitive disadvantages.

German banks and nuclear energy providers

In 2009, Germany imported 45% of its natural uranium used for research and in nuclear power plants from France. France again imports 100% of its uranium from USA, Australia, Canada, Niger and other states. Therefore a direct link between France’s uranium production practices and German nuclear power stations is given.

Siemens and Areva

Next to the import of natural uranium, Germany has close financial and business links to Areva. In 2001 the German technology giant Siemens signed a cooperation deal with Areva, together forming the new joint venture Areva NP, where Siemens held 34% of the shares. Areva NP is the world’s leading company in the planning, production and handling of nuclear power plants and research reactors, and has delivered components for over 90 nuclear power plants in at least 11 countries. 5,300 of Areva NPs 18,000 employees were stationed in Germany, achieving total revenue of three billion Euros in 2009. Germany’s chancellor Angela Merkel has always been in favour of this French-German cooperation: “From my part, I have always made it quite clear: We would like to see that the cooperation between Siemens and the French company Areva should continue”, she stated in 2007. In 2010 several managers of Areva NP in Germany were accused of corruption and illegal bribing practices in foreign countries between 2001 and 2005. Only under the impression of the Fukushima catastrophe and the imminent threat of losing public approval with German customers, Siemens sold its shares back to Areva NP, but is reportedly already preparing a new joint venture with the Russian ROSATOM company.

German banks and Areva

“Nuclear banks” around the globe are financing Areva and are profiting from its uranium mining expenditures, without taking responsibility for their public health and environmental practices. The funding sources of Areva are an important and interesting topic. Between 2000 and 2009 the German Deutsche Bank was ranked seventh of the world’s largest financiers of nuclear activities in the
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world, according to a study of Urgewald, Greenpeace International and Banktrack. In 2007 Areva received a credit of 2.5 billion Euros and used the granted loans of the Deutsche Bank and West LB to take over UraMin, a South African uranium mining company. The LBBW of the Federal State Baden-Wurttemberg was participating in the syndicate. For Areva a major step in the company’s expansion in Africa was fostered by these investments of the German banks, which included huge loans for uranium mining in Africa, including the DRC.

Next to bank loans, the German government also uses export credit guarantees (‘‘Hermesbuergschaften’’) to support German companies like Siemens at the export of nuclear energy technology.

### Box 4: Germany’s own experience with uranium mining

Until the fall of the Berlin Wall, the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) was the world’s third largest uranium producer. Uranium was mined from 1947 to 1990. Today the struggle with the remnants of uranium mining wastes and rehabilitation of the contaminated sites of the “WISMUT” in the Federal States Saxony and Thuringia costs billions Euros of taxes. It is still not foreseeable how long it will take to protect the ecosystem from the radioactive tailings and slurries. Latest estimations assume that it will take until 2040 or longer. Most of the environmental damages are irremovable. Furthermore an official report from the Federal Office for Radiation Protection states the the sad outcome of mostly 50 years of uranium mining in Germany is over 7000 dead employees who died of the exposure to radon and its secondary products.
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Recommendations

- The German government and other donor states should exert diplomatic pressure on the governments of France and the DRC to publish the entire contract between Areva and the DRC public. The contract should then be and investigated by the IAEA and local and international NGOs and research institutions.
- The government of the DRC and other international donors should enable Congolese and international human rights and environmental activists to conduct a detailed risk analysis of the planned industrial uranium mining, concerning the social, environmental (waste-management, tailings and water quality and management) and health impacts, as well as the effects on democratic and human rights standards in the DRC.
- Areva, the government of the DRC and local NGOs should collectively install all possible preventive measures to protect the workers at the mining sites as well as the surrounding settlements and environment. Areva must offer broad health education and awareness-raising programs for workers and families living in villages near uranium mining sites about the existing risks before the start of mining. If necessary, local inhabitants must be offered the possibility and means to relocate.
- The German government and other donor states should offer technical support to the government of the DRC ensuring that the DRC generates tax revenues from its deal Areva which can be used to fight poverty.
- The German government and other donor states should exert diplomatic pressure on the government of the DRC to initiate more transparency and local participation in the exploitation of the uranium and other natural resources in Katanga. All stakeholders in Katanga who are concerned with the contract, notably civil society organisations and representatives of the local population, media, environmental and human rights organisations must have the possibility to debate the deal with Areva and receive the opportunity to demand a moratorium in case the contract massively influences their human rights.
- The government of the DRC and AREVA should install financial reserve to fund a permanent independent institution to research and monitor the negative impacts of uranium mining in the DRC on the environment, on workers and the local population, where any citizen or NGO can send complaints, which will then be followed up legally.
- The government of the DRC and AREVA should offer full transparency and accountability in the uranium mining process. All beneficiaries (mining companies, nuclear industry, banks, and governments) in the business should be made public and customers as well as the general public should have access to independent information about the origins of the uranium and the later use in research, electricity production or in weapon technology. With regards to the US Dodd Frank Act, all flows of finances regarding the exploitation and export of uranium should be made public by Areva.
- The EU should develop sustainability criteria for the mining and milling of the imported uranium into Europe. The EU should do more research in order to understand the impact of its demand for uranium from African states. Within the EU legislation and/or policy (p. E. the Euratom treaty, European Supply Agency ESA and European public health and safety standards) environmental standards regarding uranium mining must be implemented and it also be ensured that European mining companies respect ILO labour standards and the OECD guidelines for multinational enterprises.
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